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Caps on again

The cabinet's decision to drop the idea of abolishing the caps on social-security and 
health tax is already yesterday's news, but it shouldn't be so quickly forgotten. It's 
a good example of how consistent policy-making can prevail even when a crisis-
infused world prefers arbitrary reactionism. The cabinet wanted to be seen as do-

ing something about the crisis and chose an easy prey - "rich" employees who incite 
the envy of many voters. Trying to take away the caps, though, set off an explosion 
among business leaders who felt betrayed by their "rightist" government. Some of 

them spoke of shifting high-paid workers to Slovakia. The government did its calcu-
lations again and relented. It nevertheless ended up winning on both ends. It got its 
initial boost of populist support, and then it received praise from the business com-
munity for realizing that this time, at least, no legislative action was the best action.
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Glossary
infused - filled or pervaded with; arbitrary - based on random choice or personal whim, rather than any reason or system; reactionism - reactionary principle or practice; prey - a person or thing that is easily taken advantage of; "rich" - the caps apply to those making more than about Kč 90,000 per month; to incite - to encourage or stir up; to betray - to be disloyal to; to relent - to abandon an intention; to capitulate.


